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ABSTRACT

This project was designed to discover the relationship between the number of enabled rules maintained by Snort and the amount of computing resources necessary to operate this intrusion detection system (IDS) as a sensor. A physical environment was set up to loosely simulate a network and an IDS sensor monitoring it.

The experiment was conducted in five trials. A different number of Snort rules was enabled in each trial and the corresponding utilization of computing resources was measured. Remarkable variation and a clear trend of CPU usage were observed in the experiment.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.3.4 [Information Systems]: Systems and Software—Performance evaluation
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A physical network was set up with two computers to discover the relationship between the number of active rules loaded by Snort and the amount of computing resource that is needed for its operation. One computer (Host A) ran Security Onion Linux providing Snort of version 2.9.8.0. The other (Host B) ran Kali Linux of version 2016.1 to simulate an attacker. The sysstat software tool was used to measure resource utilization by Snort on Host A. Five trials were designed for our experiment. Groups of rules were disabled by categories to achieve the desired number of enabled rules for each trial.
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